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Thank You
The Roper St. Francis mission – healing all people with compassion, faith and excellence – is simple in phrase but
momentous in meaning. Our mission is a guiding force that links the quality care our doctors and nurses provide
with the patients who seek it. Our ability to fulfill this mission is strengthened by your generosity.
Thank you for your support of the Roper St. Francis Foundation and our Cancer Patient Assistance Fund. The
William Brian Moody Foundation’s commitments, totaling $55,500 since 2018, have helped Roper St. Francis
support our patients at a time when they need us most.
Your Impact
With your support, Roper St. Francis Cancer Care works tirelessly to wage war on cancer, engaging many resources
along the way, including board-certified cancer specialists, evidence-based treatment plans, new technologies,
groundbreaking clinical trials, a robust patient navigation program, and wellness support through the Donna
Fielding Cancer Wellness Institute.
In 2020, your support, combined with other donations to the Cancer Patient Assistance Fund, allowed us to assist
215 men and women battling cancer. Despite the pandemic, cancer treatment has not stopped. The
unprecedented financial pressures caused by the pandemic took their toll on our patients and their families. We
are very grateful to the William Brian Moody Foundation for enabling us to alleviate the financial stressors and
allowing our patients to focus on their treatment. In 2020:
• 127 patients received gas cards
• 10 patients received rent or mortgage assistance
• 61 patients received assistance with overdue utility bills
• 75 grocery, Walmart, and meal cards were given
• 87 patients received assistance with their medications
The Men and Women You’ve Helped
• A single working woman needed emergency surgery for her cancer. You supported this woman with home
delivered groceries and the patient navigation team took in her puppy while she was in the hospital and
recovering at home.
• A mother, in the middle of her own cancer diagnosis, was focused on her 13 year old daughter who was
also in the hospital with a critical illness. You supported this mother and daughter with rent and utilities.
• A gentleman with gas cards. He traveled more than 50 miles each way for his care. He was not on
disability, but worked a minimum wage job throughout his treatment.
• A healthcare professional, who took six months of leave due to her cancer treatment, and whose husband
lost his job and income due to COVID. You helped them with rent and utilities until they could get back on
their feet.
Changing Moments Through Giving
As we look to the future and the ever-changing face of healthcare, philanthropy will be more important than ever.
Thank you for helping us meaningfully change moments for the people we serve. Please contact Lindsay Taylor at
(843) 670-0363 or lindsay.taylor@rsfh.com to learn more about your impact.
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